
Power technology for professionals

Water stop

Pneumatic water level 
detection. As soon as the 
maximum level is reached 
during wet vacuuming, 
the suction power is 
interrupted.

Net volume

The volume is optimally 
used: the container can 
take up to 57l of dust 
and up to 50l of water. 

57l of dust
50l of water

GS series

The power packages 
for tough jobs
Robust, durable and the highest power level: that is 
what distinguishes the vacuum cleaners in the GS 
series. These vacuum cleaners, developed especially 
for cleaning large areas and machinery, feature 
particularly large containers and tailored running 
gear. Combined with special accessory sets, the GS 
vacuum cleaner overcomes any challenge encountered 
during everyday work.

Motors
Powerful bypass motors with outputs of 2,400 to 3,600 Watts. The vacuum 
cleaner models have 2 or 3 motors! More flow volume is generated, thus 
achieving even better suction power.

Tilting running gear
The vacuum cleaners in the GS series are equipped with tilting running 
gear and a comfortable push handle. A genuine help for demanding 
cleaning.



GS 2078 PZ
The special vacuum cleaner 
(wet-dry) with steel container and 
2 motors

GS 3078 PZ
The special vacuum cleaner 
(wet-dry) with steel container and 
3 motors

GS series

Vacuum cleaners for cleaning large areas 
and machinery
The special vacuum cleaners for 
demanding wet and dry cleaning 
of large areas, halls and 
machinery.

and machinery

demanding wet and dry cleaning 

2× 3×

Accessory set PZ 
Professional accessories 

Scope of delivery: 

Optional accessories: 
FS 2078/3078

Water filter WF 3200 

Article no. 004020 003924

Scope of delivery

Accessory set  PZ, art. no. 003108  PZ, art. no. 003108

Replacement filter 1 × polyester filter bag FSP 3100
after-sales art. no. 413501 

1 × polyester filter bag FSP 3100
after-sales art. no. 413501

Paper filter bag 1 × FB 78, art. no. 413044 (5 pcs.) 1 × FB 78, art. no. 413044 (5 pcs.)

Equipment

Main filter FPP 3200 (polyester)
Dust retention capacity: 99.8 %
art. no. 413525

FPP 3200 (polyester)
Dust retention capacity: 99.8 %
art. no. 413525

Pulse filter cleaning no no

Appliance socket no no

Speed controller no no

Noise reduction no no

Carry handle with cable hook yes/no yes/no

Tilting running gear yes yes

Gentle start/after-running no no

Water level detection yes yes

Antistatically prepared yes yes

Accessory compartment no no

Technical data

Power consumption (max.) Watt 2400 3600

Volume flow (max.) l/s 2 × 54 = 108 (2 motors) 3 × 54 = 162 (3 motors)

Vacuum (max.) mbar 205 205

Container volume (max.) l
gros - dust - water

78/57/50
steel

78/57/50
steel

Sound pressure level  dB(A) 77 79

Dimensions L × B × H 61.5 × 63 × 97 cm 61.5 × 63 × 97 cm

Weight kg 23.5 26.0

Power cable length m 8.5 (PVC) 8.5 (PVC)

Reach m 11.7 – 12.7 11.7 – 12.7

GS SERIES

Schutzklasse IProtection Class II
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Nothing is going 
to stop me 
any more!


